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Abstract

Activity-based travel demand models (ABMs) are gaining popularity in the field of traffic modeling because of their high level of detail compared to traditional travel demand models. Due to this, however, ABMs have high computational requirements, making ABMs hard to use for analysis and optimization purposes. We address this problem by relying on the concept of parallel computing using a computer’s graphics processing unit (GPU). To illustrate the potential of GPU computing for ABM, we present a pilot study in which we compare the observed computation time of an ABM GPU implementation that we built using NVIDIA’s CUDA framework with similar, non-parallel implementations. We conclude that speed-ups up to a factor 50 can be realized, enabling the use of ABMs both for fast analysis of scenarios and for optimization purposes.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of new mobility concepts such as Mobility as a Service (MaaS), travel demand models are indispensable as they forecast travel demands of the population under alternative circumstances. These forecasts allow traffic supply models to assess the future performance of traffic networks. Activity-based travel demand models (ABMs) view travel demand as a result of people’s desires to participate in activities. Based on behavioral theories, they predict the activities which individuals will undertake, which then translate to travel demand forecasts. ABMs stand out as compared to traditional travel demand models due to their high level of detail. This is partly due to the fact that ABMs model activity behavior on an individual level, rather than on an aggregated level. They do this by keeping track of
individual agents separately. More particularly, for this purpose, ABMs may include probabilistic choice models to allow individuals to have mutually different behavior, although they might have the same behavior characteristics. As a result, ABMs tend to make more reliable travel demand forecasts. As mentioned in [1], ABMs and agent-based modeling are intimately related. For more background, see [2, 3, 4].

The high accuracy level of ABMs, though, does come at the price of high computational requirements. An ABM studied in [5] involving a scenario with a population size of three million is reported to take 4 hours to run a single iteration on an Intel Xeon processor with 16 cores, 32 threads at 3.4GHz and 64GB of RAM. Due to the stochastic nature of the model, however, many runs are required to produce reliable forecasts. On top of this, the use of ABMs for optimization purposes requires the analysis of many scenarios. In such cases, it is clear that the computation time of ABMs becomes unacceptably high. In this paper, we address this problem by presenting a method to reduce the computation time of ABMs.

In the literature, several attempts to reduce computation times have already been made [6]. Most aim to do this by reducing the level of detail, for example by running the ABM only with a fraction of the population [7] or by reducing the number of possible activity locations [8]. However, this detail reduction is not desired, as this reduces the accuracy of the forecasts. Therefore, another strategy for computation time reduction is required. For a related model based on genetic algorithms, such a strategy can be found in [9], which is based on the use of a computer’s graphics processing unit (GPU). GPUs can also be used to reduce computation times in MATSim, which is an open-source framework implementing large-scale agent-based transport simulations [10].

Inspired by this, we propose in this paper the use of GPU-based parallel computing in ABMs. We contribute to the existing literature by explaining how to implement parallel computing using the fact that an ABM is comprised of a large number of independent computations, which can be done in parallel. This independence stems from the fact that activity schedules of individual persons are mostly uncorrelated, so that these schedules can be generated concurrently. ABMs do acknowledge the fact that dependence may arise between persons within a particular household. In these cases, however, parallel computing can still be incorporated on a household level. We propose the use of a computer’s GPU instead of its CPU, as GPUs are designed for parallel computation purposes. To our knowledge, the use of parallel computing using a computer’s GPU, has not been considered before in an ABM context in combination with discrete choice models.

Next to explaining how GPU-based parallel computing can be done in ABMs, we explore the speed-up in computation time that can be realized. To this end, we implemented GPU-based parallel computing in one of ABM’s computational components using NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [11]. By using the CUDA framework, a function can be executed on many data elements in parallel. Hence, by exploiting the independence properties mentioned above, households and/or persons can be processed in parallel by many different CUDA threads. We performed a pilot study, from which we conclude that for realistic scenario sizes, speed-ups of up to 50 in terms of computation time can be realized compared to a similar non-parallel implementation based on the open-source ABM package ActivitySim [12]. This speed-up relieves the above-sketched problem, and paves the way for the extensive use of ABM in the analysis and optimization of any given model scenario.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains an overview of how ABMs work. Then, we explain in Section 3 how GPU-based parallel computing can be implemented into the framework of ABM. Subsequently, Section 4 presents the pilot study, after which conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. The activity-based travel demand model

In this section, we consider ABMs in more detail. The goal of an ABM is to predict a complete activity schedule for every member of the population on a given day, which in turn leads to travel demand forecasts. After a preliminary phase where the scenario along with its population is built using input data (surveys, etc), ABM essentially consists of four components making subsequent choices for each person which fulfill the goal. The first component makes several long-term choices for each person (e.g. concerning ownership of a car, the location of school or work, etc.), based on which the second component chooses for every individual on a daily level what the main activity purpose will be (work, leisure, etc). Given this purpose, the third component subsequently generates and schedules the tours each person that day undertakes (e.g. home-work-home), along with the preferred travel mode (e.g. car, train, etc).
The final component then decides on the individual trips that make up this tour, and schedules the trips during the day and the travel mode of each trip.

While all components make decisions for each person on different levels of detail, they are typically made using the same discrete choice model such as the multinomial logit model. In this model, each alternative \( i \) from an alternative set \( I \) is associated with a utility value \( V_i \) that is computed by

\[
V_i = \alpha_i + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \beta_{ij} C_j.
\]  

(1)

Next to an alternative-specific constant \( \alpha_i \), the utility \( V_i \) is driven by a linear combination of the attributes \( C_1, \ldots, C_N \) of the chooser (think of a person’s age, size of household, etc.) and the \( \beta_{ij} \) represent their coefficients for alternative \( i \).

The determination of the constant and the coefficients in (1) comprises an area of research that is beyond the scope of this paper. It is worth emphasizing, however, that fitting a utility function to reality is never done perfectly, and thus an error term \( \epsilon_i \) should be included to represent the non-observable utility of an alternative. The multinomial logit model assumes that a traveler will choose the alternative \( i \) with the highest utility \( U_i = V_i + \epsilon_i \). Furthermore, it is assumed that the error terms are mutually independent and Gumbel distributed. From these assumptions, it follows that the choice for alternative \( i \) is made with probability

\[
P_i = \frac{e^{V_i}}{\sum_{j \in I} e^{V_j}}.
\]  

(2)

Through simulation, the choices in each of the components can now be sampled. This leads to scheduled activities for each person in the population, which translates directly to travel demand forecasts. Because of the stochastic nature of this approach, multiple model iterations are required to obtain reliable forecasts. For more background on the components of ABM and its underlying discrete choice models, see Chapter 3 in [3].

For illustrative purposes, we now focus on the second mentioned component, the daily main activity purpose (DAP) component, in more detail. This is the component in which we will implement GPU-based parallel computing for our pilot study in Section 4. Below, we describe the setup of the DAP-component as implemented in ActivitySim. Recall that the goal of the DAP-component is to make choices concerning the main activity purposes of persons. For each person, there are three alternatives, namely staying home (H), a mandatory activity such as school or work (M), or a non-mandatory activity such as shopping (N). Since there is dependence between persons within households, the component incorporates the following steps per household.

1. First, the importance rank of each person in the household is determined based on the persons’ attributes. This is done to determine the exact dependence between persons of a household, as will become clear in step 3.
2. Then, the utility of all alternatives (H, M, or N) for each person in the household is determined using (1). The attributes of this function include age, income, etc.
3. Subsequently, the utility for all alternatives within a complete household is determined, where importance ranks are taken into account. For a three-person household, one of these alternatives for example is ‘HMN’, where the most important person stays home, the next important person has a mandatory activity purpose, etc. The utility function on a household level again has the form of (1), where the utilities computed in the previous step act as attributes.
4. Sample daily activity purpose choices for all of the households, using random number generation in combination with (2).

3. GPU-based parallel computation of an ABM’s components

Based on the ideas of the previous section, we explain now in more detail how GPU-based parallel computing can be utilized and implemented for the DAP component. It is worth to note, however, that computations of the three other components consist of similar steps to those of the DAP component, and hence all of them are amenable to parallel computing, increasing its potential of reducing computation times.
It is clear that the above-mentioned steps of the DAP involve computations which are mutually independent between households. Therefore, these steps can be performed simultaneously for different households. Figure 1 shows the computational stages that are involved in the DAP-component. The left block shows the stages which are not parallelized and thus run on the CPU. This includes reading data needed for the computation, such as the attributes of every household and its members corresponding to the \( C_j \) in (1), as well as the alternative-specific constants \((\alpha_i)\) and the coefficients \((\beta_{ij})\). Note that part of the attributes \( C_j \) incorporate output of the long-term choice component preceding the DAP-component. This data is then copied from the computer’s RAM to the GPU’s memory.

The right block, in contrast with the left block, involves stages that are run by the GPU and thus contain the parallel computational tasks that can be handled in parallel fashion using the CUDA framework. The sorting can be done efficiently since CUDA exploits the shared memory in the GPU. Then, the utility function in (1) is calculated by multiplying attribute values (the \( C_j \)) with their corresponding coefficients (the \( \beta_{ij} \)) and adding a constant (\( \alpha_i \)). As (1) needs to be calculated for every alternative and every chooser, the required computations brought by (2) can be interpreted as a matrix-matrix multiplication. Such matrix operations can be done efficiently in parallel using the CUDA library cuBLAS [13]. Likewise, random numbers can be generated efficiently by use of the cuRAND library [14]. Finally, for each chooser, the alternative choice is made by computing (2) for every alternative and subsequent sampling using a generated random number. These computations can be done in parallel quite naturally (and hence need no specific library) in case the alternative choices of the choosers are uncorrelated. When a household is the chooser, this is always the case in the DAP-component.

As mentioned, all parallel computations mentioned above are implemented using the CUDA architecture. This architecture facilitates efficient parallel computation by using the structure of arrays/vectors to store data [15].

As the most time-consuming computations are now done parallelly, we anticipate significant speed-ups in computation time. In the next section, we investigate how large these speed-ups can be.

4. Pilot study and resulting speed-ups

We now perform a pilot study, which compares the computation times of a DAP-component implementation using GPU-based parallel computing by way of the CUDA architecture as explained in Section 3, with those of a similar implementation using the CPU (which is optimized for the CPU) and the implementation of ActivitySim. Both of the latter two components do not incorporate parallel computing. These comparisons are done for different numbers of population sizes, attributes and alternatives in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, to get a feel of their impact on the computation time. The computation time of the GPU implementation includes the time of data transfer between the RAM and the GPU memory, but excludes the time of reading data into the host memory since this time is the same for both the GPU and the CPU implementation.

The computation times of each of the implementations are based on two different datasets, which can be downloaded from [16]. Dataset 1 contains 369845 households with 797674 persons and thus has an average household size of 2.15. We also consider a larger dataset; dataset 2 contains 2732722 households with 7053334 persons and an average household size of 2.58. For each dataset, we use ActivitySim to export partial test sets containing different numbers of households, so that we can report computation times for differently sized scenarios. For each of these scenarios, we present the speed-ups in computation time of the GPU-based implementation as compared to the CPU-
based implementation and the ActivitySim-implementation. All computation times and speed-ups presented in this section are based on computations run on a Windows desktop PC with an Intel Core i9-7900X 3.30GHz CPU, 32 GB RAM, and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU with 3584 CUDA cores and 11 GB memory. In particular, for each computation time or speed-up presented, we ran the underlying actual scenario four times, and took the average of the four computation times.

We have chosen to compare our GPU-based implementation not only with a similarly-coded CPU-based (non-parallel) implementation, but also with the implementation of ActivitySim. We have done this for reference purposes. It is worth emphasizing, however, that the ActivitySim package is written in Python, whereas our GPU and CPU-based implementations are written in C/C++. Python is a programming language that is interpreted, while C/C++ is compiled. This creates additional speed-up effects which cannot be attributed to the introduction of parallel computing. The speed-up of the GPU-based implementation with respect to the CPU-based implementation, however, can be fully attributed to parallel computing.

4.1. Speed-ups for different population sizes

We first present the sensitivity of the speed-up to the actual population size of a scenario, which is highly correlated with the number of households. As we can see in Tables 1 and 2 for each dataset respectively, the speed-up of the GPU-based implementation as compared to the CPU based implementation is sensitive to the population size. For small populations, the speed-up is not very high as the overhead of the left block in Figure 1 is then significant. For larger populations, though, the parallelisation capabilities of the GPU can be used to its full potential, as more computations can be done in parallel. We reach speed-up values up to 35 for the DAP-component, from which we conclude that GPU-based parallel computing has a profound potential in ABM. It is interesting to note that the speed-up with respect to the ActivitySim implementation is also increasing. The difference in computation time between the ActivitySim implementation (up to 2.5 minutes) and the study referred to in Section 1 (about 4 hours) is due to the fact that we only consider the DAP-component in this section rather than a complete ABM implementation.

4.2. Speed-ups for different numbers of attributes

We now consider the speed-ups when varying the number of attributes ($N$ in Equation (1)) considered in the utility functions underlying the DAP component, based on dataset 2 with 2732722 households. Table 3 shows results for this dataset using utility functions with the original number of attributes ($1x$), as well as twice and thrice this number of attributes ($2x$ and $3x$). When the number of attributes becomes higher, the speed-up of the GPU-implementation over the CPU-implementation hardly increases. This is because parallel computing allows for the concurrent evaluation of the utility functions, but also because the overhead of the GPU implementation (initial setup and data transfer) is not significantly affected by the number of alternatives.
of different utilities (cf. Equation (1)), but the evaluation of a single utility itself cannot be parallelized efficiently. The increasingness of the speed-up factor with respect to the ActivitySim implementation is an effect that cannot be attributed to the incorporation of parallel computing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of households</th>
<th>Population size</th>
<th>Number of attributes</th>
<th>Asim [seconds]</th>
<th>CPU [seconds]</th>
<th>GPU [seconds]</th>
<th>Speed-up GPU w.r.t. Asim</th>
<th>Speed-up GPU w.r.t. CPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2732722</td>
<td>7053334</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>150.43</td>
<td>61.79</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2732722</td>
<td>7053334</td>
<td>2x</td>
<td>171.50</td>
<td>63.29</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2732722</td>
<td>7053334</td>
<td>3x</td>
<td>189.85</td>
<td>65.45</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>101.7</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3. Speed-ups for different numbers of attributes

Table 4 shows the speed-up factors that we obtain when varying the number of alternatives. The computation times reported are based on the same dataset 2 used in Section 4.2. We vary the number of alternatives in the second step of the DAP-component (cf. Section 2) between 3 and 5. This means that for a household with e.g. five members, the number of different alternatives on a household level (i.e. the third step of the DAP-component) varies between $3^5 = 243$ and $5^5 = 3125$. We deduce that also when increasing the number of alternatives, the speed-up of the GPU-based implementation with respect to the CPU-based implementation increases significantly, up to a factor of 50, again marking the potential of GPU-based parallel computing. This is explained by the fact that increasing the number of alternatives also increases the number of utilities that need to be calculated, which can be done in parallel. It is interesting to note that the speed-up with respect to the ActivitySim implementation increases significantly when the number of alternatives become larger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of households</th>
<th>Population size</th>
<th>Number of alternatives</th>
<th>Asim [seconds]</th>
<th>CPU [seconds]</th>
<th>GPU [seconds]</th>
<th>Speed-up GPU w.r.t. Asim</th>
<th>Speed-up GPU w.r.t. CPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2732722</td>
<td>7053334</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150.43</td>
<td>61.79</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2732722</td>
<td>7053334</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>185.09</td>
<td>77.60</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2732722</td>
<td>7053334</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>319.59</td>
<td>109.82</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>140.3</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Conclusion and future research opportunities

In this paper, we introduced parallel computing using a computer’s GPU to reduce the computation time of ABMs. We implemented GPU-based parallel computing into the DAP-component, and compared its computation time to those of other implementations that do not perform parallel computations. We observed that speed-up factors of up to 50 can be obtained, and that they are highly sensitive to the number of households and the number of alternatives contained in the scenario. We conclude that GPU-based parallel computation addresses the problem of high computations times to a large extent.

The observed speed-up enables the use of ABMs for optimization purposes as well as extensive scenario analysis, which opens up an area of further research. For example, we plan to explore the impact of new smart mobility concepts such as autonomous vehicles and mobility as a service (MaaS) in future work. These concepts introduce more interaction between individuals, which brings the challenge of sharing information among threads in a parallel implementation. Another option is to include additional information in a scenario, such as the weather condition.
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